Category Speaker

Sku

Canada

Tish Harcus

18891 Canadian Club 40 YO

750

Scotland

Stuart Brown

11951 Lagavulin Distillers Edition

750

Product Description Tasting Note
Imagine an aroma of pear, vanilla and light spice against a
background of toffee and toasted oak. The taste is slightly
sweet, with notes of spice, oak & fruit and a warm lingering
$249.99 finish.
Double matured in Pedro Ximinez cask wood, this is a
mellow Lagavulin, peat-rich, sweet and very moreish. A
clear, grassy malt, then the peat lands – smoke filling the
mouth. A very salty tang, the middle offers coffee, vanilla
$163.01 and fruit.

750

An elegant blend made with a variety of whiskies from
Suntory's distilleries; it possesses impeccable balance and
harmony; pale golden colour with subtle flavours of citrus,
green apple and thyme; the palate is silky but warming and
finishes with mildly sweet and spicy notes of vanilla and
$64.98 ginger that linger pleasantly.

Japanese Marcio Ramos

Booklet Description

18716 Toki

ML

Ireland

Sarid McCarrick

17800 Jameson Caskmates

750

USA

Matt Jones

13270 Booker's

750

Final Retail

Sub Class

Origin

Local Agent

Blended Whisky

Canada

Mer et Soleil

Single Malt

Scotland

Diageo

Blended Whisky

Japan

Mer et Soleil

Ireland

Corby's

United States

Mer et Soleil

Nose: The initial aroma of freshly mown hay is
complimented by a crisp orchard fruit character, green
apples and pears along with a twist of lime zest. Mild pot still
spices appear, deepening from green tea to hazel nut and
milk chocolate. The lingering hop influence combines
effortlessly with toasted oak and barley grains to form a
solid base. Taste: As expected, there is the initial sweet
mouth coating typical of the Irish pot still whiskey inclusion.
Then the effect of the beer cask finish becomes apparent
with the subtle touch of hops and cocoa beans. Some
marzipan and charred oak add to the complexity. Finish:
$40.06 Long and sweet with milk chocolate and butterscotch.
Blended Whisky
Booker’s® Bourbon is a rare barrel-strength bourbon, bottled
uncut and unfiltered. We focus on the sweet spot. The
center of the rackhouse where the temperature and
humidity stars align to create the deepest and most intense
flavors. Once it’s aged to perfection, which always varies, the
liquid is bottled uncut and unfiltered. We don’t add, we
don’t water down, and we don’t apologize for it. For some
people, it may be too much. But for true bourbon fans, it’s
$84.99 probably the best ever.
Bourbon

